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To dump or not to dump. That is the question. With all due respect to Shakespeare,the
disposal of human waste in our nation's waterways is becoming a national concern. Efforts have been made to address the issue from major sources such as sewage treatment
plants and malfunctioning private systems. Governor Casey's Pennvest program has provided
millions ofdollars to municipalities to upgrade their systems to meet the new,more stringent
guideline of the federal Clean Water Act. These efforts have been very successful,and we
are experiencing major successes in the cleanup of Commonwealth waters.
Even though pollution from boats is not usually considered to be much of a problem,
it is nonetheless a concern as we attempt to address even minor sources of pollution. If
you think about it, each day during the summer months, thousands of Pennsylvanians
take to the water for relaxation and family fun. Answering the call of nature is a byproduct
of these activities. It is something that, while we don't necessarily like to talk about it,
is a natural occurrence. Pollution does occur and is amplified when it occurs in coves
and backwaters with little turnover of the water.
What do people do with their waste? Most people find shoreside facilities to use. Others
have their boats equipped with porta-potties or marine sanitation devices that either hold
waste for disposal onshore or treat waste before disposal overboard. Others simply deposit waste directly into the water,assuming that their deposits will be diluted and cause
no problem.
Unfortunately, it does cause a problem. Discharge of untreated waste introduces disease-carrying organisms that contaminate aquatic environments. It also impairs recreational
value of the water. People are put at risk by eating shellfish taken from affected bodies
of water,and they are also at risk from swimming in affected waterways. Decaying wastes
can reduce oxygen levels in the water. Introduced nutrients can cause algal blooms that
are not pleasant to swim in or boat on. Treating waste helps, but it does not completely
eliminate the problems surrounding human waste. The only complete solution is to ensure
that wastes are never deposited in our boating waters.
In 1992,Congress responded to the call to do something about the waste generated during
boating activities. The Clean Vessel Act provided funding to the states to develop plans
for the elimination of waste through the construction and operation of pump-out facilities
and shoreside dump stations. Pennsylvania has been awarded a $100,000 grant to develop
a plan, an educational program, and to begin constructing facilities. The results of our
initial surveys show that facilities for the disposal of wastes are not readily available on
many of our popular boating waters. Boaters have told us that they want to keep their
waters clean but facilities to dispose ofwastes easily and conveniently are simply not available.
The Commission hopes to begin to address this need over the next several years. Current
regulations permit the overboard discharge ofwastes treated by a"Bype I or II marine sanitation
device on most navigable waters of the state. Discharge of waste, whether treated or not,
on inland lakes is not permitted. We plan to concentrate our initial efforts in the Coastal
Zones ofLake Erie and the Delaware River. These two areas provide the greatest concentration
of large boats that are most likely to be outfitted with marine toilets. We will then direct
our attention to other areas of the state.
The prevention of overboard discharges from boats is a lofty goal--one with which each
of us should agree. This will only be possible when facilities are available, convenient and
usable. The Commission will work toward providing the facilities. It will be up to boaters to ensure that they are used.
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Skis, kneeboards,
tubes, tow-behind
inflatables, a boat
and water—the
perfect ingredients
for a sizzling
summer day.

The water sports industry has really come
alive in the pastfew years,and today thestores
are full of glitzy new skis, kneeboards and
5 towable toys. The manufacturers rely on
some of the best skiers in the world to test
their products and fine-tune their designs,
so the currentcrop oftoys outtoday includes
a huge selection ofthe best-made,best-designed skis, boards and tubes ever,and at affordable prices. No wonder they're catching on like wildfire.

Skis
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The original water toy, water skis are
designed for different skiing styles and body
sizes. There are skis for tricking and flips,
hot-dogging,skis for large people,skis for
juniors, even skis designed exclusively for
women.
Water ski design is a result of many factors. First, there is the design of the ski
bottom,which is rarely flat. More often, it
ranges from a standard tunnel shape to a
more high-performance compound radius
design with a concave bottom.The width of
the ski and shape ofthe tail taper, known as
sidecut,determine the ski's weight range and
deep-water starting performance. A stiffer
ski is potentially faster, but can be more difficult to turn. A softer ski turns easier and
slowsfaster,butisslower to accelerate. Other
factors you hear serious skiers talk about
include bottom bevel, under-ski rocker,
sidewall angle, the pivot point(where the
ski contacts the water)and the amount of
flex, which is measured in pounds.
The best way to get into water skis is with
all-purpose, entry-level (or combo)skis,
which offer years of enjoyment at an economical price. Their wide shape provides
stability in all conditions over a wide weight
range ofskiers,and helps beginners get out
of the water easier. They are sold in pairs,
the bindings adjust to fit mostfootsizes,and
oneski is fitted with a rear tow plate forslalom
skiing.

"Tow-toys' eguire little physical ability or
athletic sk I. They are simply an absolute
blast for n seekers ofall ages.
With time, once you master the basics,
you can progress to beginner slalom,intermediate,advanced and forsome,competitive
levels.
For junior family members there are
trainer skis. Inexpensive pairs are made of
wood and strap together for better control
and easy planing. A detachable tow rope with
handle is fastened to the skis. There are also
fiberglass combos and slalomsfor advanced
junior skiers.
Women's skis were introduced only a few
years ago. These skis differ from men's
because ofa woman's skiing style. Women
have a tendency to use the hips to turn,
whereas men power-turn using their backs.
Thus,women need a different flex pattern

and rocker,which makes a ski much softer
than a men's.
There are also wide-wake skisfor flipping
and jumping,and trick ski hybrid slaloms
that flex to extreme rates.
Ski construction has evolved from wood
in the 1960s to fiberglass in the 1970s to
today's high-tech materials such as graphite,
Kevlar and even titanium. Mass-produced
low-end skis are made ofepoxy-reinforced
fiberglass with afoam core,a process known
as reaction injection molding. Metal runners are glued on to protectthe sides. Some
skis have aircraft aluminum tops that are
more dent-resistant than fiberglass.
Top-end skis are made of foam core
wrapped around fiberglass, reinforced with
Kevlar and graphite, then coated with epoxy resin and gel coat. Kevlar and fiberglass
composites help to dissipate shock from
wakes and water chop,and graphite is used
for added strength. One of the stiffest skis
on the market is made of100 percentgraphite. Jump and trick skis are honeycomb-core
construction with graphite strips for stiffening.
A top-of-the-line competition slalom ski
retails for about$1,200,compared to a lowend combo pair for around $400, and an
economy pair for under $350. Like anything
else, you get what you pay for.
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Fins, foils

Slalom skis are fitted with a little fin or
foil on the bottom surface which helps fine- Kneeboards
tune the way the ski handles. These comWithout question,these new water toys
ponents are usually made of aluminum, have broughta lotofpeople back into boating.
which are more durable than plastic or nylon, There are beginner boardsfor novices,slalom
and on high-end skis,they are fully adjustable. boards forjumping,and all-purpose boards
The user can move the fin forward or back for flipping,jumping and slalom.
or move the foil up or down to further tune
Kneeboard design is almostas high-tech
the skiing style. Adjusting the fin results in as skis. Some boards are equipped with fins
a ski that works completely differently,with- for directional stability when slaloming.
out having to purchase an entirely new ski. Levers or a single screw on top of the
Moving thefin can lower the tip ofthe ski, kneeboard can retract the fins when used
help a skier turn a corner faster, reduce fin by inexperienced boarders. Like skis, most
drag and help control the ski if it is cutting boards have a rough-textured bottom to
too sharply or grabbing too soon. Sliding reduce friction and increase speed. Look for
the fin forward moves the pivoting point boards with a wide, thickly padded strap,
toward the center ofthe ski,causing the ski reinforcement in the foot area and plenty of
to come around the corners faster. Con- cushioning for the knees.
versely, moving the fin back creates additional
The up-and-coming trend in boarding is
drag.
the surf/ski combo,a board that blends the
The fin gives better edge control and helps feel and maneuverability ofa surfboard with
a skier slow down into the turn. Foil angles the control ofa water ski. Easier to get up
are preset by the manufacturer and most on than a slalom ski, these boards have a
often do not need to be adjusted.
concave mid-section that results in spectacular wake jumps. Footstraps keep your feet
Bindings
firmly in control and on some boards these
Neoprene is the chosen material for bind- are adjustable,easily fitting users who want
ings but is more expensive than rubber- either left foot or right foot forward. Noncompound bindings fitted on many economy adjustable boards require that you buy ei-

Ifyou're unsure ofthe binding and may
consider an upgrade in the future,
c-

Alt

seleci,ofie thaes interchangeable
without havinq to drill4ditional holes.=
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ther right or left. Fins provide stability and
tracking and superb control and adjust to
the users good or bad side.
Most boards are constructed of molded
polyethylene. Some are hollow,othersfoamcored. High-performance wakejumping and
surfcombo boards are made ofcompressionmolded fiberglass with foam core.

Tubes, tow toys
An inexpensive way to get the younger set
riding the wake is with a tube or tow-behindthe-boat inflatable. An exciting alternative
to water skiing,these water toys require little
physical ability or athleticskill,and are simply
an absolute blastfor fun seekers of all ages.
Most tubes are made of heavy gauge PVC
and are covered with a coated nylon bag.
There are handles for control,and webbing
straps and D-rings provide attachment points
for the towing rope. The inflatables can
accommodate more than one rider and have
multiple air chambers for added safety.
The recommended towing speed is 18
mph, but that could be too fast for some
riders, so use common sense.

Steps in buying skis
• Determine your ski ability level. Are
you a novice skier,a beginner slalom,intermediate or a weekend warrior? Be realistic because all skis are designed for different levels.
• Determine ski size—based on your
weight and typical skiing speeds. Skis are
designed for different skiing styles,
whether you ski forward on your ski, back
or on the ski's center, for example.
•Try before you buy. Ask your dealer
about demonstrator ski programs,especially if you're in the market for a competitive slalom ski. Many specialized ski
shops offer such programs and require
a security deposit or down payment.
•Remember it's your feet—ski bindings
are not the place to scrimp. Expect to
replace a cheap and cheerful set in three
to five years. Neoprene bindings wear best,
but are the most expensive. Bindings
should fit comfortably and snugly. If you're
a beginner, look for a binding with
molded-in overlap for extra support and
to prevent tearing in high-stress areas.
Finger holes in the toe and heel rubber
are useful for ease of entry.
• When to buy? Purchase early in the
spring before the ski season for the best
selection. You'll also find good deals on
non-current skis,skis that are discontinued after a graphics change.

photopCraig Ritchie
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skis. Recreational bindings are usually lowwrap bindings that are easy to get into. As
you move up the ranks, the bindings get
higher,and even though they provide good
ankle support, they are harder to put on.
High wrap bindings can also be dangerous
for inexperienced skiers who require a binding that releases easily. Orthopedicallydesigned double-high wraps,shaped to the
user's foot with contoured arch supports,
provide the optimum in stability and comfort
If you're unsure ofthe binding and may
consider an upgrade in the future,select one
that is interchangeable without having to
drill additional holes.

HYIR
by Mark Ratharrriel
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Even though them have
been remarkable
improvements in hull
design in the past
decade, there are still
many boats that could
probably benefit from
the addition ofa
hydrofoil stabilizer.
Aftermarket engine accessories naturally invite skepticism because
they're usually promoted with bold claims guaranteeing dramatic
improvement when fitted to engines that have already been wellresearched, designed and built by the best names in the business.
After all, if an accessory could really improve performance that much,
you would think the engine manufacturer would have installed it
in the first place—or at the very least, offer the item in the company's
own product line.
One of the most obvious examples of this is the current crop of
inexpensive hydrofoil stabilizers on the market. These relatively
cheap winged wonders are widely claimed to improve acceleration
and planing ability while saving fuel and increasing control—all
for less than $100.

Once thought to be performance designs for underpowered boats
with planing problems, hydrofoils are marketed today as a product that can help most boats equipped with an outboard or stern
drive. Even though there have been remarkable improvements in
hull design in the past decade, there are still many boats that could
probably benefit from the addition of a hydrofoil stabilizer.
Those benefits include improved planing times. Hydrofoils are
designed to lift the stem and lower the bow,forcing the boat to plane
quickly and keep it there for better performance at cruising speeds.
A true hydrofoil has a longer surface on the top than on the bottom,forcing the water flowing over the top to travel faster than the
water flowing under the foil, creating a low pressure area on top
that generates lift with a minimum of drag.
Winter 1994 Boat Pennsylvania
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seton the second pin position(or up slightly from full negative trim).
However,the driver still had to lean forward to bring the boat on
plane. In fact, with only one person aboard,the inflatable would
not plane when the driver sat in the normal driving position(two
feet forward of the engine). The bow lifted high into the air, totally
blocking visibility and going nowhere fast.

Hydrofoils look
alike, but
examine them
closely for subtle
differences.
Apparently skiersappreciate the fast hole shots and smoother wakes
hydrofoils provide at low speeds. In fact,one manufacturer flaunts
its ability to bring skiboat characteristics to multi-purpose boats
used for fishing or cruising. As well, boats with cavitation problems are said to benefitfrom the foil's wide wing span,which provides
an axis around which the boat can turn without losing propeller
bite.
By the time you read all the ads,foils as a whole sound too good
to be true. That, of course, makes one wonder if a simple chunk
of plastic bolted to the cavitation plate could really offer that much
ofan improvement. The only way to find out would be to try some
out.
Of course, the ideal would be to test hydrofoils on a variety of
different kinds of boats. Because virtually all hydrofoils claim to
produce similar results, I wanted to see how they would perform
on different hull styles with varying amounts of horsepower. So
I called upsome friends and quickly puttogether a mini-fleet, ranging
from a 10-foot inflatable to a 21-foot, all-out Great Lakes fishing
machine.
The next step was to pick up some foils. We wound up with four
different brands,including both one-piece and two-piece designs.
These foils all looked similar initially, but on closer examination
we saw thateach had slightly differentangles,fin lengths and surfaces
that would probably produce slightly different results if installed
on the same boatand motor combination. Unfortunately,they don't
come with universal mounting holes,so to test each foil on each
of our four test boats, we would need four drive units per engine,
or make Swiss cheese out ofthe cavitation plates—obviously a bad
idea. After all, the purpose ofour test wassimply to determine whether
or not hydrofoils in general would improve overall efficiency. We
didn't want to get into comparing one brand to the next.
The results were,to say the least, quite encouraging.

Hydrofoils are available
in one-piece and twopiece designs.
Furthermore,at slow cruising speeds the boat porpoised nonstop. Atfast cruising speeds the porpoising stopped when the driver
leaned forward. In fact, the inflatable seemed to handle best at top
speed, but still experienced a fast porpoise periodically. With just
one person on board,the boatfloated and slid through corners and
the bow would rise ifthe turn was made tooslowly,once again blocking
visibility and even falling off plane occasionally.

•§.

Boat 1: Compact inflatable
Our first test was with the small inflatable—a 10-footer powered
by an 8hp outboard. A quick ride around the boat ramp confirmed
whatwe already knew—the boat planed poorly and tended to porpoise
at varying speeds. The boat ran best with the outboard's tilt angle
8
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Hydrofoils are designed to lift the stern and raise the bow,
letting the boat plane quickly.

Inexpensive, bolt-on hydrofoil stabilizers can help solve many common performance problems.
With two people aboard and the passenger positioned forward
in the bow, the inflatable handled completely differently. It controlled better on a straight line,handled more precisely in the turns,
didn't porpoise at cruising speeds butran bow-down attop end. With
or without two people aboard we didn't experience propeller ventilation,although there wasaslight"blurp"as the boatentered planing
mode.
So we pulled the boat out, picked out a hydrofoil and bolted it on.
This time, with one person in the boat the inflatable planed
between one and two seconds faster, depending on how far forward
one was willing to stretch. However,it experienced the same difficulty getting up on plane when the driver sat near the stem. As
with most small boats, balancing was critical.
The stabilizer worked best at low cruising speeds,and virtually
eliminated the porpoising experienced earlier. At half throttle the
inflatable began to buck again and continued to porpoise throughout
the engine's climb to full speed. But the stabilizer did not adversely
affect the handling.
With two people aboard, the hydrofoil made a more dramatic
difference. With the foil in place,the boat handled considerably better,
and we could run fairly slowly without dropping off plane.
Given that inflatables as a whole are not exactly designed with
high performance in mind,the stabilizer did improve the boat's
performance. It performed bestatslow speeds,with one ortwo persons
aboard.

Boat 2: Aluminum fishing machine
Our second test rig was a 16-foot aluminum fishing boat powered by a 40hp outboard. Though the 40 pushed the boat to a top
speed of 36 mph,it appeared that the aluminum hull could have
benefited from a larger engine,because itseemed sluggish and needed
stem lift to reduce drag at higher speeds. The Coast Guard capacity
plate noted that the hull was rated for up to 60hp.
Farther offshore,the aluminum's ride became a little less comfortable as wave heights increased,and the prop occasionally broke
free from the water even when trimmed right in.
Once again,we zipped back to the ramp,drilled some holes and
bolted on another hydrofoil. Within minutes we were back out on
the water.
The hydrofoil's effect was immediately noticeable, producing a
much faster hole shot that was a full two seconds off the top. Although the bow didn't rise significantly without the foil, it didn't
rise atall with it in place. The boat's minimum planing speed dropped
by 200 rpm and it cruised higher on the water with an elevated stem.
With plenty of positive trim to keep the bow high (otherwise the
waves would splash us in the two-foot chop),we were able to achieve
our top speed of36 mph at5,200 rpm-300rpm lower than without
the hydrofoil. The boat turned well and the propeller didn't ventilate through the corners when trimmed accordingly.
All in all, on this rig the foil solidly improved performance. The
engine's power band didn'tchange,but we did obtain higher speeds
faster. While a larger engine would certainly improve the performance,the fin certainly helped—and for far less cost than a bigger powerplant.

Boat 3: High-performance bass boat
Our tests wouldn't be complete without trying a hydrofoil on a
fast-accelerating,fast-planing,low-riding performance bass boat.
Ours,with a 150hp outboard and a four-blade stainless prop, was

a tough package to improve on. In fact, the rig ran so well withouta hydrofoil we had difficulty finding any aspect ofits performance
to fault.
Once again,we returned to the ramp and installed one ofour plastic
wonders.
Back on the lake,with the foil in place,we were amazed to discover
both cruising speed and rpm necessary to keep the boat on plane
had dropped. We could use more positive trim in turns running
at normal speeds,while keeping the bow flatter. Handling in rough
water also improved.
At low rpm,the fin did help the boat turn very tightly. But with
afast-moving high-performance craft like a bass boat,caution must
be exercised because it is possible the fin could grab on a high-speed
turn and try to spin the boat. This was a fear I had going into our
test, knowing how low hydrofoils are to the water at speed.
With the hydrofoil in place,our bass boat's planing times dropped
from 3.9 to just32seconds. And at top speed,the big engine ran
at 300 rpm less. Even though we did not have the equipment on
hand to measure fuel consumption accurately,one could reasonably
expect improved fuel economy based on reduced rpm alone.

Boat 4: An offshore cuddy cruiser
With a 150hp outboard clamped to a set-back bracket that extends26 inchesfrom thestem,our big-water cruiser ran like a charm
as is, save for a tendency to ventilate in turns. Furthermore,with
the engine trimmed right under,the bracket meant that the engine shaft was positioned at almost0 degrees and could barely be
trimmed in a negative position.
We didn't have a problem planing without the foil, but the prop
would noticeably ventilate in tight turns. The boatfreed up briskly
at5,400 rpm,rode high and handled lightly. Actually,the big boat's
hull was a tiger in heavy seas,which we appreciated, because by this
point in the day, the wind had churned the formerly flat lake into
a swirling 2 1/2-foot chop.
For the last time,we returned to the boat ramp and attached our
last hydrofoil. Back on the lake with the unit attached,the big boat
wentfrom zero to plane in just 4.5 seconds,compared to 5.1 seconds without. Similarly, with the foil, we reached a cruising speed
of30 mph in just6.9seconds,compared to 7.5 seconds without the
foil.
The hydrofoil also appeared to solve the problem of propeller
ventilation through corners. The boatturned withoutthe propeller
ventilating at 5,000 rpm. The bow dropped down when running
fast, changing the angle of attack on the water, and engine rpm
dropped by 300 while the stern remained high. This would again
suggest increased fuel economy.
Though it was clear that hydrofoil stabilizers work better on some
boats than on others,they can improve the planing speed of most
kinds of craft, while solving problems such as porpoising or ventilation. The numbers suggest that they won't improve top speed,
though.
If you have a performance problem that you think might be cured
by a hydrofoil, these inexpensive($100 or less) accessories could
very well solve your problem.
Mark Rotharmelis a professional boat tester and a former
Formula One racing champion. Some ofthese maneuvers
described could prove dangerous for inexperienced boaters. Do
not attempt to duplicate them. Don't drive beyond your ability.
Winter 1994 Boat Pennsylvania
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Teach a Kid to Paddle
----bytifff Jacobson

It takes time and practice to develop
good judgment and respect for a river.
A long apprenticeship, punctuated by
occasional "upsetting experiences,"
must be served.
10
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If you want a slick way to break a kid's love
affair with television,assemble these materials: A light, responsive canoe,life jackets
and paddles to match,a beckoning stretch
of quiet water, and a picture-perfect day.
Put the PFD on the youngster and hand
him or her the paddle. Then smile broadly
as you step lightly into the canoe, motioning
the child to follow A 30-second safety lecture
(sit or kneel, don't stand in the canoe, no
quick,jerky movements,etc.),followed by
a reassuring smile,sets thestage for learning.
Now,paddle aimlessly around for awhile
and keep perfectly quiet. Make every effort
not to criticize anything. You might offer
a helpful,"Uh,John,I think you'll find iteasier
if you hold the paddle this way." But that's
all. The academics of proper paddling will
come later on a"need to know" basis.
Teaching principle: Ifit ain'tfun,forget it. Failing that,leave itfor last! So
for now,overlook the comedy and proceed
full speed ahead toward having a good time.
Keep up the show for 30 minutes or so—
long enough to letthe river genie worksome
magic. Then,pop the question: "Whatcha
think, Judy, would ya' rather be out here
canoeing or home watching the tube?"
I give you five to one odds against the TV!
Teaching principle: Size the equipment
to match the size ofthe child!
Quiz You are teaching two eight-year-olds
how to canoe. Read the statements below
and tell how they may affect the student.
Select your answer from the following list:
a)this action will produce stress and anxiety,
b)this action will cause physical discomfort,
c)don't do this—it's dangerous! d)this is
the right way. Some questions have more
than one right answer.
1. You own two canoes alight, narrow
18-foot Kevlar cruiser, which some people
think is tippy,and a stock 17-foot aluminum
Grumman,which is very stable. You decide
to let the kids paddle the Grumman.
2. The adult-sized life jackets you have
supplied are too large for the youngsters. The
"pee wee"-sized models that fit your own
children are too small. You give the chil-

Fourteen-year-olds
can handle a halfhour ofintensive
instruction, after
which you'd best
throw in some fun.
Practice will be
viewed as fun if
there's an
interesting payoff

uoryoorTillt)-oloyd

dren the bigger vests, with instructions to
"cinch the waist belts as tightly as possible."
3. You know kids are hard on equipment,
so you decide not to let them use your expensive 54-inch,lightweight cruising paddles.
Instead, you supply them with livery-style
plastic paddles that are 58 inches long.
4. You've told the youngsters they will have
to kneel some of the time,so you've asked
them to supply kneeling pads or closed-cell
foam cushioning for their knees.
5. On most days, you plan to limitformal
instruction time to30 minutes. The remainder of the session will be devoted to nonacademic,"fun" canoeing.
Answers
1. b)is correct. The children should be
paddling the slender cruiser. The widebowed,high-seated Grumman is too big for
a team ofeight-year-olds. Ifthe youngsters
sit in the middle of their seats, they won't
be able to reach the water with their paddles.
If they off-set(one moves right, the other
left) against the rails, they won't be able to
perform the"cross-draw"or switch paddling
sides without scooting across the seats. If
you want these kids to hate canoeing,just
putthem in the big Grumman,add wind and
yell loudly when the craft gets out of control.
2. b)and c)are correct. Never,ever outfit
a child with an adult-sized PFD. An improperly sized lifejacket may hold the child's head
underwater and cause him or her to drown.
Better notto put a lifejacket on a child than
to supply the wrong size.
Safety aside,an adult-sized flotation device
is far too bulky for a child. Imagine trying
to paddle efficiently while wearing a PFD that
is twice as bulky as the one you currently
own. Put on two life vests—one over the
other—and you'll get the idea.

3. a)and b)are correct. Admittedly, it's
unwise to let children (and inexperienced
adults)use expensive,fine-tuned paddles,at
least in the early stages of learning. On the
other hand,those big plastic paddles are way
too heavy and long for them. The typical
eight-year-old should use a 45-inch to 50inch paddle that is as light as possible. To
put yourself in the child's shoes, try hammering a nail using a nine-pound sledge!
4. d)is correct. The youngsters won't need
knee pads if they are paddling a narrow,
shallow canoe that is designed for sitting.
On the other hand, they will need pads in
a high-seated, wide-bowed canoe. When I
was a Boy Scout in the early 1950s, we had
to make our own knee pads for use in the
wood-ribbed canvas canoes ofthe day. The
recommended procedure was to fill innertube
sections with sawdust and sew up the ends.
Things are much simpler today.
5. The attention span ofa typical eightyear-old is only about 15 minutes,so d) is
marginally correct Fourteen-year-olds can
handle a half-hour ofintensive instruction,
after which you'd best throw in some fun.
Practice will be viewed as fun if there's an
interesting payoff. For example,say you've
taught the basic turning strokes—draw and
cross-draw in the bow,and draw and pry in
the stern. Establish an obstacle course and
make a contest of getting through it, using
the"proper"strokes. Kids will work an hour
on this if you allow breaks and provide prizes.
Teaching principle:Begin each session
with a thorough review ofthe lastsession.
Learning psychologists say that even highly
motivated children will forget up to 80 percent ofwhat they learned ifthey don'tstudy
(or practice) it daily for three days in a row
following the first exposure. After that,they
must continue practicing on a semi-regular basis or they will forget substantial

amounts of information. So unless the
youngsters are at a summer camp where
reinforcement (daily practice) is the rule,
you'd best review, review, review at the start
and end of each session.
Teaching principle: The student and
teacher musteach work towarda goal. For
the student, it may simply be learning to
paddle well enough tojoin friends on a canoe
trip you've planned. The teacher might—
indeed,should—have a more lofty goal. The
following story illustrates this point.
In the early 1970s,the junior high school
where!teach offered a unique 14-day summer program called"Wilderness Experience."
A logical extension ofour popular ninth grade
environmental science class,"Wilderness
Experience"developed self-reliance in teenagers,smoothed awkward social skills,and
promoted concern and appreciation for the
natural environment.
"Wilderness Experience" began the day
after school let out. After a week of intensive activities—which included two days of
canoe training-72selected students(eight
per teacher)packed away their textbooks and
headed north to the Boundary Waters Canoe Area for a rigorous seven-day canoe trip,
where the learning continued.
I remember Holly—a pretty blond girl who
couldn't get enough ofthe gentle wilderness.
Once,during a heavy thunderstorm,she put
on her rain suit and sat outon a barren rock
for more than an hour, while the rest of us
retreated to the comfort of our tents. Every evening, in the dead still just before
sunset,she would go paddling alone. The
canoe was her magic carpet to the wild places
and things she loved. Holly was barely 15
years old, but already she was an ardent
spokesperson for the environment.
After the canoe trip,we all went our separate ways. Holly went on to high school and
Winter 1994 Boat Pennsylvania
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I didn't see her until spring. It was Friday
and the final bell of the day had just rung.
I stepped out in the hall to supervise the traffic
flow and saw a blond ponytail bobbing among
the masses. It was Holly Dodge. Our eyes
met and she ran toward me yelling,"Mr. J,
Mr. J, guess what? I'm taking my family to
the Boundary Waters this summer,and I'm
planning everything!"
"Good for you," I replied. "Just don't forget
to teach them..."
"I know, I know," she interrupted.
"To respect the wilderness and don't wreck
it."
I couldn't have been more proud!
During "Wilderness Experience," Holly
and I shared a common goal—to canoe the
Boundary Waters together. But I had a
grander motive, which was fully realized.
Moral? Establish goals and pursue them
with gusto. A one-day canoe trip down a local
stream or perhaps a weekend overnighter
or an adrenalin-pumping run down light
rapids. Kids relish challenges and will work
to achieve them. The payoff is a special friend
for life.

Philosophy
When my daughters were six and eight
years old, my wife,Sharon,and!took them
on a week-long canoe trip in the Boundary
Waters Canoe Area of Minnesota. They balked
at riding in the big canoe with mom and dad,
so!rigged my 15-foot solo canoe with a pair
of low-slung seats and told them they could
paddle together.
Though Sharon and I had canoed dozens
of rivers with the girls, neither of them
showed much affection for the sport. They
were contentjust to stroke mindlessly along,
without regard for style or efficiency. When
we left for the Boundary Waters, their repertoire consisted offorward and back strokes,
sweeps,and long, lazy rudders. Fortunately,
their low profile solo craft was easy to paddle
and unaffected by wind. I figured that with
our guidance they would come through okay.
Unfortunately, I didn't bargain on the
"fights." When Clarissa would say,"go left,"
Peggy would go right. When Peggy said
"paddle harder," Clarissa would do the opposite. On the rare occasions the two did
cooperate, the little canoe flew across the
water. Indeed,Sharon and!could barely keep
up with them.But more often than not, pride
and stubbornness got in the way and they
went in wide circles, or not at all.
Granted, not all children have such fiery
temperaments. But those who do should
not occupy the same canoe. Better to teach
12
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(and reach)one youngster at a time than to
frustrate both.
Ofcourse,the younger the child the shorter
the attention span. And it becomes shorter
still when friends get into the act. That's
because for most children,learning is largely
a social experience. Children in grades 6
through 8 travel in packs—friends are everything! Most 12-year-olds love to canoe
(at least for an hour or two), but they won't
go if their friends don't.
As you can see,the title ofthis article might
better read, "teach a kid and his or her
friend(s) to paddle." Such is the reality of
the middle school beast.

What to teach
What to teach depends, of course,on the
age of the child, the available practice time,
and the difficulty of the water he or she will
paddle. Teenagers learn very fast—actually,
much faster than adults. They can master
powerful whitewater strokes and semi-technical maneuvers like ferries and eddy turns
in a matter of hours. By the end of the first
day, many will have the earmarks ofexperts.
Don't be fooled. Knowing what to do and
when to do it are quite unrelated. Put a wellpracticed teenager in the bow of your canoe,
call "draw,"and the craft will spin on its axis.
But keep silent when an obvious rock looms
ahead,and you're apt to hit it dead on. Young
people develop precision paddling skills more
quickly than adults, but they often need to
be given precise commands. This is not
stupidity. It is the mark of a healthy, developing young brain. Don't confuse paddle skill
and judgment.The latter requires a "completely formed" brain—something children
have not yet acquired (this is true, honest!).

Keep it simple
It takes time and practice to develop good
judgment and respect for a river. A long
apprenticeship, punctuated by occasional
"upsetting experiences," must be served.
Good stew needs time to simmer; you can't
rush it! For this reason, it's pointless to

Young people develop
precision paddling skills
more quickly than adults,
but they often need to be
given precise commands.

bombard your student(s) with a long list of
strokes and maneuvers which will be forgotten long before they are needed. Better to
keep things simple(and enjoyable)at the start
and teach only those procedures that are
pertinent to the upcoming experience.
For example, there's no sense teaching
the pry and braces if you won't be paddling
rapids. On the other hand, if whitewater is
the game,you'd best make it clear at the start
that those who "can't do" won't go! The
following abbreviated list of basic strokes and
maneuvers won't overwhelm most eight- to
14-year-olds. Approximate practice times
are provided for your interest. You'll need
more time for younger children,less for older
ones. Events are listed in the approximate order I usually teach them.

Stroke or maneuver, approximate
practice time allotted
1. How to hold the paddle and "feather"
it on the return stroke: A few minutes—
follow the model.
2. The forward stroke (demonstration):
None.
3. Draw and cross draw: Use these strokes
to practice the following maneuvers: (right
and left pivot, right and left sideslip): 60
minutes.
5. Back stroke: Paddle backward for 200
yards in a straight line (about 30 minutes).
6. Final exam: Pivot right and left, sideslip
right and left, back paddle around obstacles:
One hour practice time.
7. Paddle the canoe in a straight line using
the dynamic "sit and switch" technique:30
minutes.
8. Paddle the canoe in a straight line using
the 1-stroke or pitch stroke: At least one hour.
9. Basic river maneuvers (forward and
back ferry, eddy turn and peel-out): At least
one full day on the river.
Note that the J-stroke (the "pitch"stroke
is actually better) is placed near the end of
the teaching sequence, rather than at the
start, as suggested in traditional canoeing
texts. That's because the J and its variations
are very difficult(and frustrating)for beginners to master,especially if they are paddling
large, bulky canoes. I generally introduce
the 1-stroke early on, then dismiss it as an
essential stroke that will be taught later.
Rewards? You bet! Children are not
impressed by adult accomplishments,degrees
or annual income. Their rule for liking
grownups is "accept me as lam,like me for
who I am,and help me if you can." Teaching youngsters the way ofthe canoe is a wonderful way to rediscover the forgotten innocence of being young.--CL
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ofSafe Ancho
by Richard Combs

Most boaters think of anchors as a convenience—or as an inconvenience,depending on circumstances. They're a convenience when
they help you stay on top ofa hotfishing hole,or when they let you
eat a leisurely lunch while you enjoy the scenery,or cool off with
a boatside swim,or even sleep on the water in a snug harbor. And
ofcourse,they're an inconvenience when they don't hold and you
have to motor back to your spot and try again, or when it's time
to leave and you discover the anchor is snagged,or when the rope
gets in your way on deck.

That tendency to think of anchors as at best a convenience, at
worst an inconvenience,is unfortunate. As a result,too many boat
owners give too little thought to purchasing the right kind ofanchor and anchor line for the boating they do,nor do they learn the
proper techniques for anchoring in various situations. There is
nothing complicated about anchoring a boat properly,but the boat
owner who doesn't fully understand its importance may be in for
more than inconvenience—he is risking his boat and the lives of
anyone on it.
Winter 1994 Boat Pennsylvania
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If you think I'm overstating the case,talk to a WCO. Most can
quickly give you examples of boating accidents that might easily
have been prevented with an anchor and the knowledge of how to
use it properly. Every year in the U.S.,for instance,small craft wash
over lowhead damsas boatersfrantically by to restarta stalled motor.
In many cases,tossing an anchor offthe bow would have saved lives,
giving the boater a chance to restartthe motor,or giving other boaters
or rescue personnel an opportunity to effect a rescue before the boat
reached the dam.
Anchoring improperly has resulted in boats swamping,sinking,
or capsizing in stormy
weather, swift currents
and rapidly rising water.
Sleeping boaters have
been washed into rapids,
dashed against rocks,and
swept into the paths of
barges, when their anchors gave way during the
night Even fair weather
boaters have sunk or capsized their boats by anchoring offthe stem in a
current, or in an area
where passing boats sent
wakes over the stem.
Short of loss of life, of
course, much damage
and much time and inconvenience could be
averted by boaters learning the following basics of
proper anchoring.

The right anchor
Using the right anchor
means essentially two
things: Use an anchor
that is appropriate for the size of your boat,and use an anchor that
is appropriate for the bottom on which you'll anchor.
It is not primarily the weight ofthe anchor,but the ability ofthe
anchor to dig in or grab the bottom that makes it effective. Nonetheless, weight is one factor in effectiveness, and common sense
dictates that bigger, heavier anchors are appropriate for bigger boats.
There are no Coast Guard or Commission requirements or specifications here,but many marinas and marine dealers display charts
produced by anchor manufacturers that offer recommendations
according to size and style of boat These are more importantfor
commercial-size vessels, butany boaters who are sticklers for doing
things by the book can consult such charts.
The two most popular anchor styles for small boats are the
mushroom style and the newer Danforth style. The mushroom style
is suitable for temporary anchoring over mud bottoms on protected
14
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waters. "Protected waters,"in this case, meanssmall lakes,or coves
or embayments oflarger ones. The mushroom anchor simply does
not have the holding power for use in river currents or on large
waterways.
For safety's sake,and for general all-round use,the Danforth-style
anchor is a better choice. Certainly if your boating ever includes
overnight stays or the need to anchor in river currents or on larger
lakes and reservoirs, the Danforth is a better choice.

The right line
"Line"is a more accurate term than "rope" in this context. The
right line, when it comes to anchors,begins with about three feet
or more of galvanized chain attached to the anchor. The chain
withstands the abrasion ofsand and rock,and its weight helps the
anchor dig into the bottom. Attached to the chain should be asuitable
length ofstout nylon rope. Nylon is importantfor a number ofreasons:
It doesn't rot, it doesn't float, it holds a knot well,and it stretches.
The stretch is important,because it helps cushion the shock ofwaves
and wind on both anchor and
boat.
Probably the most common mistake in anchoring is
not letting out enough line.
Anchor line should be a
minimum of five, and preferably seven or eight times,
the depth of the water in
which the boat is anchored.
Thatrequires motoring,rowing or sailing sufficiently far
upwind or upstream so that
when the line straightens,the
boat comes to a stop in the
desired location.
If the boat is to be anchored for any length oftime,
that also requires ensuring
a 360-degree clearance to
preventthe boatfrom swinging against shore, rocks,
sandbars and other boats,in
the event that the wind
changes.
Of course, the right line
doesn't help if it comes untied. You needn'tlearn all the
nautical knots,but you should know one or two knots sure to hold.

Anchor off the bow
A number ofaccidents occur each year as a result ofanchoring
off the stem, instead of the bow, of the boat Dropping a second
anchor off the stem,after anchoring securely off the bow, to stabilize the boat temporarily, is not recommended. Often accidents
occur when the wake ofa passing boatwashes over thestem,swamping or capsizing the boat Boaters in a moderate chop have even
swamped the boat themselves simply by pulling hard on the anchor line.

Where, where not to anchor
Experienced boaters will likely consider knowing where and where
not to anchor a matter ofcommon sense,but what looks like simple

common sense to an experienced boater is likely
to be something more than that to the novice. dilli
eln."
Further,an area that is safe at one time might not
be safe at another,depending on changing water
levels and other factors,and an area that is suitable hpfor temporary anchoring might not be suitable
at all for anchoring overnight.
The ideal anchoring spot is probably a sheltered,
secluded cove or bay,connected to the main body
of water only by a narrow channel. Neighboring
hills protect it from the wind,and boat traffic is
very light.
At the other extreme is the main channel of a
river with a strong current and heavy boat traffic. Open water on a large lake or reservoir is
equally unsuitable in any but fair and calm weather.
Only in an extreme emergency—when high winds
or strong currents threaten to wash an out-ofcontrol boat over a dam or against rocks—should
boaters consider anchoring in such an area.
In justsuch cases anchors become far more than
mere conveniences. Boats that have lost power
have, as previously mentioned, washed over
lowhead dams while boaters frantically attempted
to start the motor, either because they lacked an
anchor, their anchor wouldn't hold in the swift
current ofa river, or even in some cases because
in their panic they simply didn't think to use the
anchor to stop the boat.
In any case boaters should get out of the main
current ofa river, away from open water on a large
lake,and out of the likely path of boat traffic, to
anchor.
One of the more dangerous places to anchor
is downstream from a large dam that may release
water at any time, causing a rapid rise in water
levels. It doesn't take a great deal of imagination
to figure out what happens when a boater anchored
in 15 feet of water, with 40 feet of line out,suddenly realizes that the water level is rapidly rising. If he is alert and can quickly retrieve or release
the anchor, he'll get away with a scare. Usually, anglers anchor
this close to such dams because fishing is often excellent in these
areas.
Unfortunately, a few hapless anglers have been so absorbed in
the fishing that they didn't appreciate what was happening until
the anchor line began tugging the bow of the boat down—by which
time only an instant release of the anchor would have saved them.

Quick retrieval, release
To retrieve your anchor, move forward until the line runs straight
down from the boat,then give a tug. If it is stuck fast, let out a little
line and move forward, then tug the line upstream or upwind. If
that doesn't work, move around the anchor if possible, tugging at
it from different directions. In most cases snagged anchors can be
retrieved with patience.
Being prepared to release an anchor quickly means using a knot
that can be instantly released, despite tension on the line, or having
handy a knife sufficiently large and sharp to cut the line within seconds.
There are times when retrieving the anchor might not be an option. It might be snagged, or there simply might not be time.

iss

The right anchor "line"starts with
three or fourfeetofgalvanized chain
attached to the anchor. The chain
withstands abrasion and helps the
anchor dig into the bottom.

A few final tips on anchoring:
•Drop your anchor gently, don't toss it; it's much less likely to
get fouled on the line.
• Keeping in mind that your anchor is a safety device and not
simply a convenience, keep it stored where you can use it quickly,
and where the line is out of the way. More accidents aboard boats
have probably been caused by tripping over anchor lines than by
improper anchoring. Check the chain, rope, your knots, and boat
cleats periodically to ensure that they hold even in extreme conditions.
•When under way, give anchored boats a wide berth and avoid
passing anywhere near their anchor lines. Fouling an anchor line
can mean major headaches—to the anchored boats, when they lose
the line and anchor,and to you, when the fouled line damages your
motor and prop.
Using the right anchor and line, and learning how, where and
when to anchor properly, can save your life and your boat in an
emergency. And in those everyday, less-than-life-threatening situations, you'll find that the right equipment and a little skill cy
can make anchoring a much less inconvenient task.
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Picking
the
Perfect
PROP
by Bob Stearns
Ever wonder why the larger outboards don't
come from the factory anymore with a propeller installed? Old-timers remember when
every outboard came with a prop,a sort of
"one size fits all" approach. It was rare to
seea kicker rated at more than 30 horsepower
back then.
But because ofthe vast differences in boat
size and performance capabilities,as well as
our more sophisticated requirements on the
water,a large choice of propellers has become
mandatory. Even though this does ensure
a great potential forsqueezing optimum performance out ofany rig, it also complicates
the choices a bit. There are props built for
speed,there are props builtfor heavy loads,
and there are props built for quick acceleration. Butthere is no one propeller made that
does it all.
Each outboard and sterndrive engine
manufacturer offers a line of propellers
designed specifically for the company's
16
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Pitch
A cupped propeller adds some
curvature to the trailing edge of
the blades. This adds pitch.

photo-Bob Steams

engine. The inboard engine manufacturer
may notalways offer props designed justfor
his equipment butin many cases he can offer
a listofpropellers built by othersthat perform
well with his engines. Ora builder ofinboard
boats will certainly have tested and be able
to recommend certain wheels,if not actually providing them with the boat when it
is shipped.
Asa rule,the beststarting pointis the prop
builtfor that engine,or at least specifically
recommended for it by the engine manufacturer or boat builder. Choosing a prop
from another manufacturer,especially for
outboards and stemdrives, should be approached with care. Most outboard and
I/O makers have gone to considerable trouble
and expense to design propellers that work
best with their own power systems. Even
so,it's not uncommon for an independent
maker to offer a prop that's a little better for
your rig.
The most important basic consideration
in propeller selection is how you plan to use
your boat. A speed prop is right if your rig
is light and youjust like to go fast Or if you
need strong low-end acceleration (that is,
a good "hole shot") for water skiing, then
go for that design. But if you routinely load
everything but the kitchen sink aboard for
a long weekend of boat camping with the
entire family, you need a power prop. And
if you like to do all of the above,then you
might well need two or three propellers.

Having a spare aboard at all times makes
sense, anyway.

Blades
The number of blades and their designs
determine the kind ofwork the prop is made
to perform. Once that choice is made,it's
a matter of determining the proper diameter and pitch for your rig. If you're using
an outboard or stemdrive,the diameter is
no problem. Those who make the various
props designed for your power system have
already determined whatthe proper diameter
should be,because ofthe shape ofthe lower
unit and the location ofthe cavitation plate.
Thus,your normal choice is aimed at the
proper pitch. And that's where the trouble
sometimes starts.

"Cupping" means that
a little more "effective"
pitch is added to a
propeller by adding a
certain amount of
curvature to the trailing
edge of each blade.

Most outboard and stemdrive props(except for a few made by independents) are
pitched in 2-inch increments: 9,11,13,15,
17, 19,21 and so forth. And manufacturers'literature thatsuggests a particular pitch
for your boat's length and horsepower is based
on averages. Thus, you might not find a
particular prop in a company's line that's
perfect for your rig.
Itsvital so choose the proper pitch to allow
the engine to reach the full throttle operating rpm range specified by the engine
manufacturer, regardless of whether the
engine is an outboard,stemdrive or inboard.
If,for example,the top recommended revs
fall in the 5,000 to 5,500 range,you get the
best overall performance(and longest engine life)ifyou choosea prop thatapproaches
5,500 rpm at full throttle with the lightest
load you can reasonably expectto carry. That
way,under a normal load you still reach 5,300
to 5,400 any time you push the throttle up
to full power.
If the load your boat carries varies considerablyfrom time to time,then you might
need two props to be able to obtain optimum
performance. In any event, don't assume
thatjust because more pitch might mean
more speed that it's the right way to go for
your engine. If the engine cannot develop
sufficient revs atfull throttle(even ifyou very
seldom operate at or near full throttle), you
can seriously overload the engine and thus
shorten its life considerably. The term for
this is"lugging." On the other hand,we all
know only too well the damaging effects of
over-reving at full throttle.
What about using less pitch and not operating at or near full throttle? That's not
as harmful,as long as pitch isn't so shallow
that the engine operates ator above the top
of its rated rpm range even if you back off
the throttle a bit. Sometimes less pitch is
necessary to let the boat geton plane quickly
while towing skiers. The tradeoffin this case
is somewhat reduced top speed and fuel
economy.
Because many props are pitched to cover
the typical weight/horsepower ratios encountered in average boats,you mightencounter
some difficulties in finding the ideal prop.
I wentthrough that myselfseveral years ago,
but the results were well worth the effort.
On my rig,the engine manufacturer's 19inch prop was way too much pitch,and its
17 was too little. I needed to be able to get
on plane reasonably fast while fishing in
shallow water, but I wasn't happy with the
fact that the 17 allowed my engine to turn
Winter 1994 BoatPennsylvania
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On a through-hub exhaust
prop, you can drill a small
hole that lets the exhaust
gasses escape over the
blades. This trick allows
some boats to plane faster.

500 revs above the engine manufacturer's
upper limit. As it happened,the wheel was
stainless steel and moderately cupped.
I resolved the problem by sending the 17inch prop to an experienced propeller shop
and having them add even more cup,thereby
bringing the max revs down to the prescribed
range. The extra cup also allowed my boat
to make tighter turns without excessive
cavitation because it"holds" water better.

Cupping
In case you're notfamiliar with the term
"cupping,"itsimply means thata little more
"effective" pitch is added to a propeller by
adding a certain amount ofcurvature to the
trailing edge ofeach blade. Thus,a 17-inch
prop can be made to perform like a 17 1/2,
18, 18 1/2 and so forth, if the job is done
properly. Many wheels comefrom
the factory already cupped, and
any competent propellershop can
add cup to an uncupped prop,
increase the existing cup,and even
decrease it.
Sometimes,even when a propeller has been selected for the

Matching your motor
with a properly
pitched propeller lets
the engine reach the
full-throttle
operating rpm range
specificed by the
engine manufacturer.
This means that your
engine runs more
efficiently.
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proper rpm operating range,the boat can
still be a little sluggish getting on plane because ofweightand balance. A good example
was a 25-footer I happened to be testing
recently. Although the prop delivered exactly thetop revs itshould have atfull throttle,
even with the heavy load we were carrying,
it took the better part ofa full minute to get

on plane. We could have dropped to a lower
pitch to get on plane much more quickly,
but both cruising speed and fuel economy
would have suffered.
Because the propeller happened to be a
through-hub exhaust model,we chose to drill
the hub to allow some of the exhaust gasses to bleed out over the blades while the

engine was trying to"spool up" at slow boat
speeds. It took a 3/8-inch hole at the base
ofeach blade to do the trick, but the difference
was the boat now could get on plane in less
than 14 seconds, where before it wasn't on
plane in 45.
The technique is simple. A drill press or
heavy duty hand drill is required for stainless
steel props(stainless steel is harder to drill
than a mean mother-in-law's heart),and the
bits had better be both hard and sharp. A
1/4-inch to 3/8-inch hole is drilled at the base
ofeach blade,allowing exhaust gasses to bleed
out along the forward surface of each blade,
like controlled cavitation.
But once the prop begins to move rapidly
through the water,a partial vacuum forms
at the aft end of the hub, and hydrostatic
pressure increases along the outer surface
ofthe hub. This effectively shuts off the flow
of gasses across the blades while the partial
vacuum sucks them out through the rear
of the hub. It usually works with any
through-hub exhaust prop, but you should
be careful not to drill through any of the
internal supports that connect the outer shell
of the hub with its inner core (which contains the propeller shaft spline).
If you should, by any chance,try this and
find that for some unforeseen reason drilling
the hub does cause ventilation problems at
higher speeds, you won't have to dump the
prop. You can always plug the holes easily
with any epoxy-base metal repair compound.
The overall strength of the propeller is in no
way reduced by drilling.

Choosing a prop from another manufacturer,
especially for outboards and sterndrives, should be
approached with care. Most outboard and I/O
makers have gone to considerable trouble and
expense to design propellers that work best with
their own power systems.

You need a drill press or
heavy duty hand drill
along with hard, sharp
bits. Be careful not to
drill through any
internal supports that
connect the hub's outer
shell to its inner core.

Propeller slip
If you're not sure that your current propeller is operating as efficiently as it should,
or if you'd like to compare one make of prop
with another, there's a simple way you can
do this. It's called propeller slip (actually,
apparent slip), and you can easily calculate
it yourself. It's doesn't require a lot of time
or expensive equipment.
You need to know your true water speed,
which is easily obtained by measuring time
over a known distance. Add your engine rpms
accurately at the measured speed in mph.
You might have to calibrate your tach if
there's any doubt about its validity. And the
literature that came with your engine can
tell you what the gear reduction is, if any.
The slip formula is simple: Propeller pitch
(inches) x shaft rpm divided by 1,056.
This formula provides your theoretical"no
slip" speed in mph. If you divide your measured speed by the theoretical speed, and
multiply the results by 100, you get your
apparent slip as a percentage.

If your rig is a light outboard that planes
easily, your apparent slip should fall in the
12 to 20 percent range. A heavier outboard
or sterndrive,also capable of planing easily,
should fall in the 20 to 30 percent range. A
displacement vessel might go a little higher,
to perhaps 35 percent or a bit more, especially if it's trying to push past the hull's
optimum displacement speed and achieve
semi-planing velocities.
If your results don't fit the above limits,
check them again. Then perhaps it's time
to take a hard look at your prop. It might

be damaged or worn. It could be out of
balance,or one blade slightly out of pitch—
conditions not easily detected by eye, yet they
could still wreak havoc with prop efficiency.
Or it could simply be the wrong prop.
The difference between the optimum
wheel and one that's just barely usable can
easily mean as much as a 50 percent difference in fuel economy,and I'm notjust talking
about extremes. That's why it pays to invest
an hour or two some weekend to check your
propeller for both damage and efficiency.0
The payback is immediate.
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GittentSBoaters on Course
for SafestSeason

&

Recurrent Themes Evidentin
"Typical"Boating Accident

Any review ofstatistical data has to take into account many factors,
With the arrival ofcolder temperatures heralding an unofficial end
to the traditional boating season on Commonwealth waters,state so it's hard to make any broad statement that covers all situations.
boaters appear to be on the right course to set a new safety mark. However,a profile of the "typical" boating accident can be drawn
Thanks in large part to increased law enforcement and educa- from information gathered over the course ofyears,says Daniel Martin
tional efforts by the Commission,the number of boating fatalities of the Fish and Boat Commission.
Martin should know--he is the Commission's Boating Accident
in 1993 could be the lowest in modem history. To date,six accidents have led to eight fatalities. If that safety benchmark holds, Review Officer. Over the years he has seen it all. "With so many
it will break the 1989 "record" of 13 boating deaths. In all, 100 boats and boaters plying our waterways,anything that can happen,
reportable boating accidents have been logged in 1993at press time, and it eventually does. Boaters have died from foot entrapments
and lightning strikes, while swimming to retrieve boating equipwith a total of60 injuries requiring medical treatment.
The 1993 report is particularly impressive given the number of ment,falling overboard and becoming entangled in ropes, and a
boaters enjoying Commonwealth waters. Currently 310,000 ac- variety of other mishaps.
But according to Martin, certain recurring themes are too oftive registrations are logged with the Commission,and it is estimated that over 100,000 unpowered boats,which are not required ten evident in fatal accidents. Usually they involve alcohol consumption,failure to observe standard safety precautions and the absence
to be registered, are also in use.
The Commission, however, subscribes to the theory that even of personal flotation devices(PFDs).
Martin's work shows that the typical fatal boating accident over
one fatal accident is too many,and efforts to improve boater awareness
will expand with the use offour full-time boating safety instruc- the last five years occurred on a cold river in an unpowered boat
tors throughout the state in 1994. Numerous volunteer instruc- in May. The victim was typically a 32-year-old male who capsized
tors will also help the Commission stress boating safety, because his boat when he stood to play a fish. The boat was equipped with
human error was the single most determining factor in all accidents. PFDs that he decided not to wear. He had never taken a boating
Commission Boating Accident Review Officer Daniel Martin points course and had consumed a couple of beers while he was boating.
'The mostcommon kind offatal accidentinvolvescapsizing. Falling
out,for example,that none of the eight victims in the fatal accioverboard also accounts for a substantial number ofdeaths. Many
dents was wearing a personal flotation device(PFD).
"Even though there were other factors,itseems certain thatPFDs people assume that most boating deaths are caused by a collision
between two speeding boats. It is true in Pennsylvania that colliwould have saved at least five of the eight," Martin says.
Martin notes that many of the operators of craft involved in fa- sions between vessels are the most common kind of accident.
tal accidents had previous boating experience,but most had no formal However,they seldom result in a fatality," Martin observes.
Martin stresses thatthe numbers he has tell only part ofthe story.
safety training. That training may have helped prevent the accidents,and it certainly would have proven invaluable when an in- 'The number ofaccidents reported is a very small percentage ofthose
actually taking place. This is unfortunate because reporting of all
cident did take place.
As well as a continued educational push,the Commission intends accidents would provide boating safety educators and law enforcement
to maintain an increased law enforcement presence on state wa- officials with information that could be used to improve boating
terways. According to Edward W. Manhart, Director of the safety," he says.
The Fish and Boat Commission's goal is to effecta continual decline
Commission's Bureau ofLaw Enforcement,an improved recruitment
and training program for agency waterways conservation officers in the number offatalities to the point at which fatality reports will
(WC0s)has already been a factor in the decline in the number of no longer be an annual occurrence.--Dan Redinnick.
boating fatalities.
"What we have done over the past two years is add 10 more fulltime WCOsand several seasonal WC0s—who workfrom early spring
until mid-November—and we have concentrated them in areas where
we have heavy boating traffic or a record ofaccidents,or where we
have received an above average number ofcomplaints about boater
behavior. So far, it seems to be helping.
Argue with the Fish & Boat Commission. Applaud us.
"I don't wanttosay that we havefound the complete answer. Maybe
Advise
us. The Commission invites you to write letters to
the number offatalities will shoot up next year. We certainly hope
editor
in this space if you have an idea on BoatPennthe
not Both public education and law enforcement efforts should help
content,a question aboutthe Commission or about
sylvania
to keep the numbers down," Manhart says.
boating,or a helpful idea for boaters. Address corresponFor more information on boating safety and for an update on safety
dence
to: The Editor,BoatPennsylvania,P.O. Box 67000,
courses in your area,write to the Fish and Boat Commission,Bureau
Harrisburg,
PA 17106-7000. Letters are edited for clarity
ofBoating,P.O.Box 67000,Harrisburg,PA 17106-7000,or call(717)
and space considerations.
657-4540.--Dan Redinnick.
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Halms Lake Regs

Protect Your Child

Lyme Disease Guide

The Commission is seeking public comment on proposed rulemaking that would
establish a nighttime slow,minimum-heightswell speed restriction on Harveys Lake,
Luzerne County.
The idea ofestablishing a nighttime speed
limitfirstcame when the Borough ofHarveys
Lake adopted an ordinance to that effect in
June 1993. The power to establish such
restrictions, however,lies solely with the Fish
and Boat Commission. Based on the concern expressed by the council,the Commission decided to examine the matter and act
accordingly.
The Commission gave tentative approval
to a slow,no-wake measure for the 658-acre
lake at its October 25 quarterly meeting. At
the same time,Commissioners directed the
staffto consider alternatives to that restriction. Specifically reviewed is a possible 25
miles per hour speed limit, like the rule is
in effecton Lake Wallenpaupack,Pike County.
Before voting on final adoption of the
regulation establishing a minimum-heightswell speed between sunset and sunrise on
Harveys Lake,Commission members would
also like to review suggestionsfrom residents
and users of the lake.
"We are looking for solutions,"says John
Simmons,Director ofthe Bureau ofBoating,
"that will limit the exposure to risk, are
enforceable and which do not necessarily
impede the use and enjoymentofthe lake."
Comments and requests for information
about the proposed rulemaking on Harveys
Lake should be addressed to: Executive
Director,Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission, P.O. Box 67000, Harrisburg, PA
17106-7000.--Dan Trediralick.

According to the U.S.Coast Guard,more than
80 percent ofboating fatalities involve people
notwearing personal flotation devices(PFDs)-many of these fatalities are children.
The American Pediatrics Society says
drowning is the number one cause ofdeath
among children. It also reports that children under the age ofseven cannot don a
PFD by themselves,and those between seven
and 12cannotarrange tasks withoutformal
training. Lower your child's risk ofdrowning
from a boating accident,outfiteach youngster
with a properly fitted and adjusted PFD before
you get under way.
Here are some tips:
•PFDs come in child weight ranges:
under 30 pounds, 30-50 pounds, 50-90
pounds, and over 90 pounds. Choose the
proper weight range for your child.
•Measure your child's chest under the
arms because chest size may also be a factor in choosing the proper PFD.
•Fasten the PFD snugly and lift it at the
shoulders—ifthere is more than three inches
of give, it's too big.
•Use the crotch straps—they keep the PFD
in place.
•If your child fears the water, consider
a collared PFD--an approved Type I or II
device.
•Have your child test the PFD in shallow
water so that he gets used to wearing it.
•Choose colors that are highly visible.
•Remember thata PFD is nota babysitter-never leave your child alone.

According to the Centers for Disease Control, more than 9,000 cases ofLyme disease
were reported throughoutthe United States
last year. Lyme disease is transmitted by the
bite ofa tick infected with the disease--the
deer tick is the mostcommon carrier ofthe
disease. With the tick population on the rise,
there may be as many as five to 10times more
cases reported this year.
Lyme disease is caused by a bacteria that
travels through the bloodstream and can
cause problems in the major organs ofthe
body. Ifleft untreated,serious problems can
arise. Arthritis,severe headaches,nervous
system or cardiac abnormalities and other
complications can occur months or even
years after you are bitten by an infected tick.
Early symptoms of the disease are usually mild and can be easily overlooked.
However,some things to look for are reddish, expanding rashes or blotches on the
skin and/orflu-like symptomssuch as chills,
fever and fatigue. If you experience any of
these symptoms or suspect you have been
bitten by an infected tick, it is best to consult your physician.
For free information about the prevention,detection and treatmentofLyme disease,
contact the American Lyme Disease Foundation,Inc., Royal Executive Park,3International Drive,Rye Brook,NY 10573. Phone:
1-800-876-LYME or 914-934-9155.-Charrie Seifert.

STAY ON TOR
BOAT SMART.

Nabonal Safe BoatonGtounol

Mandatory Boater Education in Delaware
Effective January 1, 1994,anyone born on or after January 1, 1978,who wishes to
boat on Delaware waterways must complete a boating safety course and maintain
a Certificate of Boating Safety Education issued by the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control(DNREC). A boating safety certificate issued
by any state,and approved by the National Association ofState Boating Law Administrators, will be accepted in lieu of the DNREC certificate.
This certificate must be in the possession ofthe boat operator at all times while
operating a vessel or recreational boat on Delaware waters. The boat operator must
produce this certificate on demand ofany enforcement agent ofthe Division of Fish
and Wildlife or any law enforcement officer. A violation of this law carries a $25 to
$500fine,or up to 10 days imprisonment However,once issued,the DNREC certificate
is valid for the lifetime of the person to whom it was issued and cannot be revoked
by the DNREC or a court of law.
Any person holding a valid Coast Guard captain's license or a valid Delaware River
and Bay Pilot's License,or its equivalent from anotherjurisdiction, is exemptfrom
this new law.--Charrie Seifert.
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for Avoiding
Expensive Repairs
by Bob Stearns

Spray the powerhead two or three times each
season with a moisture-displacing lubricant.
22
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The second part ofthe old saw about the two
happiest days in a boatowner's life(the day
the boat is bought,and the day it is sold) is
never more true than when the boat is in sad
shape by the time it is finally sold. Neglect
carries expensive baggage: Costly repairs
along the way,and deteriorated performance
by the boat. Why lose money, as well as
precious fun time on the water,when all of
that is easily avoidable?
Boats are a true "pay me now or pay me
later" situation. Either perform the small
tasks needed to maintain the value of your
investment as they become necessary,or pay
a lot more later.
You should think ofthat investment not
only in terms of what it cost you to buy it,
butalso its ultimate trade or resale value when
you eventually decide to move on to another
boat. You should also keep in mind the value
ofyour own time,especially in terms ofdays
lost that you might have otherwise been able
to enjoy on the water. The bottom line for
all of this is how well you take care of your
equipment.
A well-maintained rig has a much higher
resale value. Regular, periodic maintenance
performed when itshould be done is the best
preventive medicine when it comes to breakdowns. My own experience has been that
doing those little things as soon as they are
needed saves a lot of time, because once
something avoidable goes wrong,it takes a
lot more time—and often an expensive repair
bill—to make things right again.
I once fished with an angler whose boat
was so filthy it was virtually a floating mud
puddle. It obviously hadn't been cleaned in
the last 100 fishing trips or so. It takes little
imagination to guess what it looked like.
Besides taking a lot ofthe fun outofthe day's
angling,everything I put down in that boat
quickly became almost as filthy as the boat.
Clothing,tackle,cameras,everything! Very
few of the items that should have worked
didn't, either. Halfthe time we couldn't get
the motor started without great difficulty,
and the depthfinder seemed to have a mind
of its own. It would have required a week
of long, hard days to set everything right in
that pig sty again, but I didn't wait to find
out. By the next day I was fishing out of a
much cleaner rig.
Another time I borrowed a boat from a
friend,only to find out that everything was
in such bad shape from zero maintenance
that the big outboard quit a half-mile from
the dock,and I couldn't getthe spare started
no matter how hard I tried. It took two hours
to get a passing boat to tow us back to the
dock.

The sad part of those tales is that today
the equipment we buy is better than ever and
requires far less maintenance than it did even
just 10 or 15 years ago. There's really no
reason to let things go. It just doesn't take
that much time to care for them properly.
The freshwater boatowner faces far fewer
maintenance problems than the saltwater
counterpart. Still,there are those things that
must be done,even if your rig is only exposed
to the most pristine freshwater there is, if
everything is always going to work as it
should.

maws clog-mow!

Engine
First, read the owner's manual that came
with your engine. Don't just read it once
and then lose it. Keep it in a handy place
and refer to it every time you get ready to
do any maintenance—regardless of how
minor. After a while this won't become
necessary. You'll know it by heart. And
because of that you'll keep everything always
in the best shape. It's important that you
become fully aware of the manufacturer's
recommended maintenance schedule,and
follow it closely.
If you don't have the owner's manual,
contact the manufacturer. In most cases,
for a small charge you can get the owner's
manual for your make and model equipment.
Even a little thing like failing to replace
spark plugs at the prescribed intervals can
lead to more expensive trouble. Eventually
one or more of those over-aged plugs will
begin to misfire. If misfiring becomes chronic
enough,a component of the powerhead can
be damaged,including pistons, rings,connecting rods and bearings. Then you're
talking about very expensive repair work.
Failure to lubricate important linkages
and moving parts can lead to their failure.
As a rule,such problems have a nasty habit
of showing up only after you're as far from
the dock or ramp as you plan to go that day.
And again,that can lead to unnecPcsary,costly
repair bills.
If you use the engine a lot in silty water,
consider having the water pump replaced
at least every other year—more often if you
put a lot of hours on it each season. Otherwise, eventually it fails to pump enough
water to cool the powerhead adequately—
even though it might still be pumping
enough to look OK to you.
Pay close attention to the propeller. If
damaged,have it repaired immediately. Ditto
if it is significantly worn,because your cruising rpm will gradually climb, causing premature wear in the powerhead, plus higher
fuel bills than normal. If the prop is bent

Check the trailer lights every so often. Water collecting on the insides ofthe light
housings could cause rust and ruin the lighting components.
or broken, excessive vibration can cause a
lot of gear case damage, too.
It's a good idea to remove the cover two
or three times per season and spray the
powerhead with a moisture-displacing lubricant,such as CRC,WD-40 or one specifically recommended by the engine manufacturer. Check the wiring to ensure that everything is connected,and that the insulation
is in good condition. If it's cracked or cut,
have that wire replaced.
It's also a good idea, even in freshwater,
to wash the engine with soap and water when
it begins to accumulate a noticeable amount

of film and dirt. That helps preserve the
finish, which goes a long way toward keeping
its resale value up. A little wax now and then
never hurts, either.

Boat
Today's fiberglass, Kevlar or aluminum
boats are tough, well-constructed and designed for many,many years of uninterrupted
service. The single biggest factor in extending
the life of your boat is to keep it protected
from the elements when it's not in use. Sun,
wind and rain can do a frightful amount of
damage in just a year or two if the boat is
Winter 1994 Boat Pennsylvania
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constantly exposed to them. Atfirst
the deterioration is primarily cosmetic. The gel coat orfinish fades.
Then it begins to develop tiny
hairline cracks. If the finish is
not too far gone at this point,it
can sometimes be restored by
the careful use of a rubbing
compound.Otherwise, refinishing is necessary.
Ifweather exposure deterioration continues past the
cosmetic point,structural damage eventually begins to occur. No,
the fiberglass or aluminum won't rot, but in the case offiberglass,
serious cracks begin to occur in those areas of the boat that have

for Avoiding
Expensive Repairs

must be repaired. Meanwhile,the hull itself, because ofthe deteriorated finish, will become pretty sad-looking.
Obviously, under cover is the best way to prevent this kind of
problem. The best place is your garage, if you have one. Otherwise,figure outsome other way to keep the boat covered,even if
it has to be some kind of tarpaulin.
Actually,a tarpaulin—if rigged right—offers excellent long-term
protection. It doesn't have to be expensive, either. A fabric-reinforced plastic tarp ofsufficient size to cover the average 16-footer,
including the engine,can be boughtfor under$60. Ifrigged properly,
even a relatively inexpensive tarp can lastseveral years. A customfitted canvas cover costs two to three times more than a good reinforced plastic tarp, but it also should last that many years longer
and it's better for trailering,if you wish to tow the boat while covered.
A word of caution when selecting a plastic tarp: Make sure it is
fabric-reinforced againsttearing and sagging. A cheap
unreinforced plastic(especially clear,like a shower curtain) tarp could end up doing more damage than it
prevents.
There are several things thatshould be done to make
a tarp work properly as a boat cover. First, there must
be vents,or atleast openings atthe ends,to ensure proper
air circulation. Itshould also be properly supported so
that water cannot puddle and eventually find its way
through the material into the boat. It should also be
securely tied so that it cannot blow offin a strong wind.
Part ofa tarp's function is to keep leaves and other trash
out of the boat,as well as rain.
It's also a good idea, even when the boat is covered
by a tarp,never to leave the boatoutside without propping
up the tongue high enough to drain any water thoroughly
that might collect inside. The weight of too much
standing water inside the boat can eventually do structural damage. And any significant amount ofwater can
also cause staining, mildew and mold. The electrical
system will also eventually be damaged by the excessive humidity.
Fiberglass finishes last longer if they're waxed now
and then. It's a big help if you do this at least at the
beginning and end of the boating season.

wood as a structural backing—such as the transom,inner flooring and gunwales. Water seeps in through these cracks, and before long the wood begins to rot. There's also a tendency for the
fiberglass to delaminate in those areas. The affected area quickly
develops a weak,spongy feeling. Repairs, if even practical, quickly
become prohibitively expensive.
An aluminum boatcannotrot But again,wood backing can. This
isn't as serious as internal wood rot in a fiberglass hull, but it still
24
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Most trailers today have either a galvanized or epoxy/urethane finish(or both),so unless it's been repeatedly submerged in saltwater,rust will be little problem.
There are, however,some areas that might still rust in
spite ofthe finish,whatever it might be. Those are areas
inside the frame where water can puddle,such as in weld
seams and joints. It's worth the trouble to examine your
trailer carefully from time to time,and if you spot any
such potential problem areas, dry them carefully and
painta generousamountofwaterproofgrease into those
locations. If the area is covered completely, it will be
protected for years that way.
Every year or two it's a good idea to mix some heavy oil(90W
or SIP)with mineral spirits—halfand half is fine—and paint the
mix into the leaves ofthe trailer springs with a brush. Usually every
other season is enough to protect the springs from rustfor the life
ofthe trailer. Unless,ofcourse,you submerge the trailer each time
you launch and recover the boat. Then it should be done at the
beginning of each season.

photo-Bob Steams

Not lubricating linkages and moving
parts could eventually lead to failure.
Follow instructions carefully according
to the engine owner's manual.

Repack the wheel bearings at least once a year. If you submerge
the trailer frequently, invest a few bucks in those fittings that allow grease to be injected directly into the wheel bearings with a grease
gun. It's important to read and carefully follow the instructions
that come with those fittings. Otherwise, you might accidentally
cause damage to the very bearings you wish to protect.
Lubricate the trailer rollers at least once per year with waterproof
grease. Again,if you submerge the trailer, twice as often won't hurt.
Check the trailer lights periodically. Be on the lookout for wa-

ter collecting inside the light housings. It's a sure quick ticket to
rust damage that will ruin the lights. Also check the plug-in connector
for those lights,both on the trailer and the tow vehicle. Spray them
several times per year with a moisture displacing lubricantto ensure
that they always make good electrical contact.
It is not at all difficult or time-consuming to develop a simple
routine for taking care of your rig along these lines. The reward
is obvious: The better care you give your equipment,
the better job it will do for you.

At left, periodically getting the gunk offthe battery terminals
ensures a solid connection.
Above, failure to replace the spark plugs at appropriate
intervals can lead to misfiring. Misfiring can damage the
powerhead, which requires major, expensive repair.
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CHECKLIST
by Art Michaels

I once saw a guy at a boat show perform a
balancing act between watching where he
was walking and juggling an increasingly
unmanageable stack of materials he was
collecting. He bent down,slowly and deliberately reaching for another electronic equipment manufacturer's catalog,and swoosh!
He dropped the whole pile, and the glossy
papered brochures sailed away, disappearing under tables and displays.
This boater had the right idea—making
the most of hissportshow time and money—
but not the know-how. Outdoor shows and
boat shows are terrific places to shop for
bargains, see what's new, conjure up new
ways to boat and choose new places to go.
Here are eight reminders on how to get the
most for your boat show time and money.
Bring a large one or
some other container for
catalogs,advertising information and product
descriptions you'll collect. Seasoned boat
show goers who know they'll gather a ton

1.Tote bag.

Listen to the chit-chat at exhibits, seminars, demonstrations
and clinics. Watch for these events and get in on them.
26
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of literature and perhaps some free samples
bring large, handled shopping bags and day
packs to lug around the mountains of materials they accumulate. You can often get
plastic bags from some exhibitors for this
purpose, but don't count on it.
When it comes to free samples, take no
more than what you can use.

enoun,pens nod pencils.
Jot down prices and write other details you'll
want to remember when you get home.
Some exhibitors put out printed forms at
their displays so that people can add their
names to mailing lists. If you've ever tried
to borrow a pen or pencil to write your name
and address on such a list when the show
is crowded, you know how difficult it can be.
If you're comparison shopping,the larger
shows often have an ample variety of brands
and manufacturer exhibits. Thking notes can
help you sort features and prices when you
get home.
If you need to consult an exhibitor at
length, perhaps because you're in the market
for a major purchase, arrive at the display
at a convenient time for the exhibitor.
Mornings are usually the least crowded time.
The exhibitor can best take the time then
to talk with you without having to serve too
many other customers. Make an appointmentwith an exhibitor ifyou need more time,
or if the exhibitor is especially busy.
Use theshow time also tocompare product
options,warranties and prices. Boatshows
are valuable because exhibitors often display
competing models ofequipment and gear.
Comparing items this way all under one roof
saves you much time.

4.Advance ticket sales.
If it's offered, this option can help you avoid
the congestion often found at the doors and
ticket counters of many shows. In addition,
a week or two before theshow,watch forshow
ads and discount coupons in newspapers.

5.Comfortable footway..

3.Questions for exhibitors.
"g•
a
a

Exhibitors are most often experienced professionals who would like to interest you in
their products and services,butthey can also
provide you with useful boating advice and
assistance.

You may not think that this aspect ofshowgoing is important, but as an outdoor person you know how your feet can feel after
standing a few hours ata sportshow where
there are few places to sit and rest. Atsome
shows,be prepared for few resting places and
all-day standing by wearing comfortable footwear. If you travel a long distance to attend
a show and look forward to it every year, be
sure your feet don'tsabotage your attendance
after only a short time.
Similarly, checking your coat during
winter sportshows is often inconvenient,and

this service is frequently unavailable. Mostshow-goers
end up lugging their heavy
winter outerwear through
the whole show, or worse,
wearing it so that after only
a brief period in the exhibit
area they are overheated and
uncomfortable and ready to
leave.
Consider leaving your
heavy winter coat in the car.
You may want to opt for a
slightly chilly walk to and
from your car, in favor of
being comfortable and unencumbered during your
stay. You might consider
dressing in layers, as you
would for any outdoorjaunt
in chilly weather. Shed the
layers as you warm up during yourshow stay,and pack
the layered clothes,or perhaps your winter
coat, in your daypack.
My two children like sport
•
shows,but when I'm shopping
for a major item or when!need to look over
new gear seriously,I go twice to the shows I take
the kids to—once for me and once for them.
Don't try to shop seriously for major
purchases with kids along. They need constant attention and supervision at crowded
shows,and they may tire and become bored
and uncomfortable quickly.
When you take small children to sport
shows,locate the rest rooms right away.You
might wantto bringsome snacksand drinks
for the kids in your daypack so that you can
avoid crowded refreshment areas.

6 Kid.
S.

7.Attend seminars.
Boatshows often feature local and national
experts. You can learn much at these seminars and demonstrations,so be sure to check
the schedule and attend the onesthatinterest
you. Clinics,demonstrations and seminars
are often free at many shows.

8. Unannounced,informal
activities.
Listen to the chit-chat at exhibits,seminars,
demonstrations and clinics. Watch for these
events and get in on them. I once attended
an outdoor show at which five charterboat
captains gathered atacompany's exhibit. The
people who listened to the discussion admitted that they learned more about boat handling in 15 minutes than they
had learned by reading 15 books.
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There's a notion that a day trip
down a local stream is a casual
affair. Pack the cooler with food
and beverages,grab the life vests,
paddles and sun screen, and
you're set for summer fun. Sun's
a shinin'and the creek ain't risin'.
Let's hit it, gang!
That,unfortunately,is the extent
of preparations most people make
for the typical one-day canoe float.
Of course, there's overkill. You
don't need sophisticated medical or
survival gear for an eight-hour run
down a placid stream. But you should
consider the possibility of changeable
weather,low or high water, unexpected debris
in the river,vehicle shuttle complications...or
an accident. A cut finger,sprained ankle,or
a half-mile drag through unanticipated
shallows can slow you down and keep you
paddling well into the night.
Are there extra clothes(which will fit the
largest person in the crew) in the event of
an unexpected capsize? Does everyone have
a life jacket that fits right? What if lightning
forces you off the river? Do you have foul
weather clothing and an emergency shelter(a nylon tarp is good enough)if the day
turns sour? The time to address these concerns is days before the great adventure.
What you bring and what you wear depend
entirely on the season and the nature of the
river. Whitewater trips demand serious preparations—wetsuit, dry suit or a waterproof
paddling outfit, extra flotation (foam or an
innertube tied into the canoe),rescue ropes
and carabiners,ajagged edge river knife,and
perhaps a helmet. The list is too exhausting to detail here. Placid water runs are more
casual, though the rule on any canoe trip
is to be prepared for a capsize.

• for Day Trips
by CliffJacobson

Maps
Unless you know the route intimately,a
map ofsome sort is essential. A topographic
map is best, but a simple road map will do.
28
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The idea is to know the general course ofthe
waterway and the roads and bridges that
intersect it. If there's an accident, or you
simply run out of daylight, you may have to
walkout—noteasy ifyou don't know the way.
My walking a straight line through thick
forest and you'll see how easily you can get
confused. For this reason, a compass is
standard equipment on a day trip, even on
a route you've paddled many times.
Case in point: Some years ago, I was
teaching a whitewater class to a group of
teenagers when two men in a red, polyethylene canoe paused to chat. The river was
swollen from weeks of rain. Trees were
uprooted everywhere and all the debris piled
up on the outside bends. It was dangerous
canoeing, even if you knew the ropes.
I expressed my concern and cautioned the
men to abort the trip at the earliest opportunity. "There's a bridge five miles down,"
I suggested.
"We know,"they nodded,then arrogantly
said they'd paddled the river dozens oftimes
and knew every rock, bend and rapid.
"We could walk outa here blindfolded,"
snapped one ofthe men. We paused for lunch
(about20 minutes)on asmall island and then
continued on. As we cautiously ferried
around a dangerous bend, we spied a red
canoe in the pounding water,tightly wrapped
around a half-submerged tree trunk.There
was no sign ofthe men anywhere. Their gear,
which had been tied into the canoe,was gone,
so I surmised they probably gotout okay and
hoofed it to the bridge.
Four hours later we reached our take-out
point and I breathed a huge sigh of relief.
As we pulled the canoes up the gravel beach,
a straight-faced state trooper walked forward
and asked ifwe'd seen a red canoe upstream.
"Yeah,"I answered. `Wrapped around a tree
about 10 miles back."
"Those guys were scared white when I
picked them up," he said. "They should've
followed the river to the bridge. Instead,they
took a'shortcut'through the woods. But
they got confused and thrashed around in

the brush for hours before they finallyfound
the road. They told me a bunch of inexperienced kids were on the river and they were
sure to drown. Said I better get here fast and
check it out!"
"Did they have a map and compass?" I
asked.
"Hardly,"said the officer. `They didn't even
have dry clothes!"

A complete change of clothing,in a waterproof bag for everyone on board, is the
rule,even in the heat ofsummer. Rain gear
is also essential even if the weather report
suggests otherwise. Nothing makes me feel
so smug as when a blistering clear day deteriorates to sudden rain,and I'm prepared
for it and my friends aren't. As every veteran paddler will attest, canoes and rain go
inexplicably together.

What you
bring and
what you
wear depend
entirely on
the season
and the
nature ofthe
river.
Whitewater
trips demand
serious
preparation.
Placid-water
runs are more
casual,
though the
rule on any
trip is to be
prepared for a
capsize.
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Unless you know the route intimately, a map
ofsome sort is essential. A topographic map
is best, but a simple road map will do.
Paddles

Knife, matches
A knife and matches should be standard
equipment on every canoe trip. I subscribe
to overkill here and I also pack a tube ofMautz
Fire-Ribbon (a chemical fire-starter). For
chilly spring and fall trips, I assemble afiremaking outfit that consists of cedar shavings, kindling, a flattened half-gallon milk
carton,and a chemical fire-starter. This fire
kit has come in handy on several occasions.
Once, I helped rescue an elderly couple
30
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A complete change ofclothing, in a
waterproofbag for everyone on board, is the
rule, even in the heat ofsummer. Rain gear
is also essential even ifthe weather report
suggests otherwise.

pholo.CliffJacobson

Each canoeist should have two paddles,
not "one extra for the boat," as is recommended in traditional canoeing tests. Modem
laminated paddles are very strong,so it's more
a matter of having the right tool for the job
than of breaking a blade.
Accomplished canoeists generally prefer
a lightweight,well-balanced bent-shaft paddle
for flatwater cruising and a strong (heavy)
straight paddle for rapids. Why subject an
expensive cruising paddle to the abuse of a
rocky stream when you have a tough rockresistant blade at hand?
You need a dry bag or pack (a plastic ice
chest makes a handy container)to store your
extra clothes, lunch and rain gear. A 10' x
12' nylon rain tarp, with sufficient stakes and
cord to rig it, can be a lifesaver if you encounter a rain that's heavy enough to force you
off the river. Tip: Bring a pair of telescoping aluminum poles and you'll be able to
rig your tarp on a treeless sand bar.
You can also erect a quick shelter by propping one end of your canoe off the ground
with two canoe paddles. Shove the paddles
through the front seat braces until the grips
touch. The canoe will balance precariously
on its three-point suspension,so be careful
if there's much wind. If you prop another
canoe alongside and cover the space between
the two boats with your rainfly, you'll have
shelter for four.
Equip each end of your canoe with a 20foot-long rope so you can line the craft
around obstacles in the river or tie it to a
branch at rest stops. Use these "end lines"
to tie your canoe onto your car for the return shuttle. I prefer 3/8-inch diameter
brightly colored polypropylene, because it
floats.

when their canoe capsized in the chilly spring
waters ofa quiet river. Their canoe was only
about 30 feet from shore,so rescue should
have been easy. But the two were not wearing
life jackets, and they panicked. It seemed
like an eternity before we were able to get
them out of the water and into dry clothes.
While the couple changed, I built a cheery
warming fire and made hot chocolate. Dry
clothing saved the day, but it was the fire and
cocoa that sparked this pair's willingness to
continue down river.
I caution every canoeist not to rely solely
on cigarette lighters for making fires and
lighting camp stoves. Regular fluid lighters
don't work if they get wet,and compressed
butane models won't fire if the spark wheel
and flint are damp—a likely condition in rain
or after a capsize. For this reason, I always
carry a waterproof stash of wooden,"light
anywhere matches,"in addition to my trusty
Bic.
A folding saw, with a blade large enough
to dispatch a 10-inch diameter log, is often
useful on small heavily wooded streams. With
it you can remove debris that blocks otherwise navigable sections of the river. If I'm
paddling alone or with a few friends, I usually
omit the saw and portage or drag around
obstacles. But bushwacking a large number of canoes—as on a club trip—through
dense puckerbrush to get around an overhanging limb that could be quickly severed,
is a waste of energy.
If I'm canoeing a river that has measurable current, I include 50 feet of 3/8-inch
diameter nylon rope. Carefully coiled,it serves
as an emergency rescue line for people and
canoes. Or use it to tie your rain tarp to a
distant tree, or to tie canoes on top of your
car. The list is endless.
A medium-weight wool or pile shirt and
a nylon wind shell are all the warm clothing you need for a typical summer float. If
the weather turns cold you can always
scrounge from your dry clothes bag.Add rain
gear,a foam-filled life vest and an inexpensive
pair of acrylic or Dacron gloves(those with
the rubberized palm dots are best),and you're
set for snow! Most canoeists wear a ball cap
on hot,sweaty days and change to a stocking
cap when the mercury drops.
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Concerns
You can get quite a sunburn canoeing a
Pennsylvania stream in mid-July,so lather
on extra sunscreen before you begin the day.
If you wear shorts or a bathing suit, bring
along a pair of long pants to cover them.
Many paddlers prefer ripstop nylon wind
pants, which dry in minutes.

Mosquitoes are especially pesky in stagnant
areas along rivers, especially just before and
after a rain, so don't forget some bug dope.
Tip: Cream-based repellents with relatively
low amounts of DEET (active ingredient)
repel mosquitoes about as well as those with
high concentrations ofthe chemical.The big
plus is that the cream-based repellents last
longer on wetskin and are kinder to dry skin.

It's a good idea to include a small
"possibles" bag in your kit. Contents should
include some basic first-aid items and a few
repair materials—duct tape,a small pliers
and screwdriver,giant safety pins and needle
and thread.
Stow everything in a small get-away bag
(a nylon day pack is ideal) and you'll its
WI
be ready whenever the river calls.

Checklist of Day'hip
Essentials for
Flatwater'hips
_Dry bag (day pack)
Fire-making kit
Wool shirt or pile sweater
Folding saw (club trips)
Life jacket
Bug dope and sunscreen
Flatwater cruising paddle
Whitewater paddle
Nylon wind shell
50 feet of nylon rope
Rain suit
Nylon rain tarp (optional)
Change of clothes
Brimmed sun hat
Warm stocking cap
(spring and fall)
Retaining strap for glasses
Flashlight (if you misjudge
your time on the river)
Matches and fire starters
Map and compass
Sneakers or neoprene
"river shoes"
Water bottle or beverage/food
20-foot lines for each end of
the canoe
First-aid/repair items
Seat cushion: if you have a
passenger who will ride in
the middle of your canoe.

Specialized Items for
Whitewater'hips
High-float life jacket
Serrated river knife
Helmet (Class III+ rivers)
Throw bag with rescue rope
Extra flotation tied into the
canoe
Carabiners and rescue pulley
Wet or dry suit, or paddling
shirt and pants
Grab loops or short(10-foot)
lines for each end of the
canoe
Placid water, or "flat water," as it is
usually called, by definition, includes
moderate currents,small, non-technical
rapids, and obstacles like downed trees
and falls that may be portaged. An
understanding of basic whitewater
techniques is essential to flatwater
canoeing. You can't properly interpret
river guidebooks unless you understand
this relationship.—CI.
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